
Shane Dyer is surrounded by a dozen or so home appliances made by a dozen or

so different manufacturers. In his hand is a smartphone running a stylish app that

can speak with every single one of them. It can turn on and off a series of light

bulbs, check in on a smoke detector, and even change the temperature of a nearby

fridge. It's a delicate, beautiful vision of the utopian smart home, and one that could

hardly exist outside of his carefully crafted world.

But inside his utopia, Dyer is smiling. "We're at the very beginning of seeing what
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connectivity means," he says. As the CEO of Arrayent, one of a small group of

companies that's popped up to help smart appliances connect, Dyer is one of the

few people who can pull off even this basic magic trick of connectivity right now. It's

a feat that seems so simple, but in reality is out of reach for all but the most dedicated homeowners right now.

If The Jetsons represents the dream of the smart home — one that knows who we are, where we are, and what we want —

then we still must be living in the town of Bedrock. Appliance-makers have been trying to move the smart home forward for

years now, but they've ended up stumbling over themselves and each other in the process.

Meet today's connected home: a collection of appliances and home gadgets that offer enhanced functionality but won’t

work together in concert unless you happen to buy them all from the same manufacturer — perhaps a Samsung fridge, a

Samsung stove, a Samsung washer, and a Samsung dryer.

That's not very smart. What the smart home really needs is one single way for appliances to speak with each other — a

standard that can do for appliances what Wi-Fi did for laptops, tablets, and the internet. Creating that is a surprisingly

daunting task, though, and both making and agreeing on one is the point that’s tripped up manufacturers worldwide.

Right now, there are two names at the forefront of standardizing the connected home: ZigBee and

Z-Wave. Both are composed of similar wireless networking technologies, and both include

languages that allow devices to share select information — such as temperature or whether a light

is turned on or off — over their wireless networks. But while each technology has hundreds of

products already supporting it, few of those are from major appliance manufacturers, and the

modern smart home won't get much smarter until the biggest names all agree on speaking the

same language.

Unfortunately, there's no sign that that will happen anytime soon, and some of the industry's top

figures don't believe one standard will ever come to dominate.



"I THINK … YOU WILL SEE A
COALESCENCE AROUND ONE
STANDARD."

"I don't," Mark Walters says, "I really don't."

Walters is chairman of the Z-Wave Alliance, the organization that oversees the Z-Wave protocol.

Z-Wave’s product is a great option for the home — it's supposed to let every local Z-Wave device

talk to each other — but it isn't great for every manufacturer: devices aren’t interoperable

worldwide, and it's not truly open to everyone.

Unlike Wi-Fi, Z-Wave is a proprietary system

made and licensed by one company. Right now,

that means Z-Wave has been able to tightly

control how its devices talk to each other —

vetting each one to ensure that it can actually

speak with the products it’s supposed to — but it

could eventually give Z-Wave the necessary

weight to keep prices high and control what

products can and can't do. Walters argues that

being proprietary doesn't really matter. "It's

irrelevant in every possible term of the word

'relevant,'" he says.

Of course, Z-Wave's biggest competitor

disagrees all around. The marketing director for

ZigBee Alliance, the organization that oversees

the open standard ZigBee, discounts Z-Wave as

even being a true competitor to his system on the

grounds that it's proprietary. And ZigBee's CEO, Tobin Richardson, does see one smart home

standard eventually winning out.

"You had a number of different approaches and protocols," Richardson says, suggesting that, like

how accessories found Bluetooth and computing devices found Wi-Fi, home automation will

eventually consolidate too. "I think … you will see a coalescence around one standard." Naturally,

Richardson thinks it will be ZigBee, and that wouldn't be the worst news for consumers if it can get

appliances working together.

But ZigBee's been having some trouble doing that. Right now, not all ZigBee products can

communicate with each other, and that’s a major problem for what’s intended to be a standard. It's

a problem that the ZigBee Alliance is working on, and Richardson says it's getting closer to

solving. "For the most part [ZigBee devices] are interoperable," Richardson says. The ZigBee

standard has been in the making for over a decade, and in that time it's both grown more capable

and, at times, more unwieldy. Moving forward, Richardson says, "We will be improving and

adapting … so that there is even greater interoperability."



"INTERCONNECTIVITY IS A
TRUE BARRIER."

Richardson has an optimistic outlook for the smart home and the ZigBee Alliance. "We're already

at one of the tipping points," Richardson says. He notes that the adoption of connected appliances

has been slow so far, partly because their aren't many of them and partly because they weren't

easy enough to start using. "It has been a little messy," Richardson says. "It's getting cleaner." He

says that 2014 will bring more devices and increased compatibility, but ZigBee still has a long way

to go before it sheds fragmentation. "I think you'll start seeing that across the next 18 to 36

months."

But there's still trouble with adoption from that point forward. While it's easy to get the maker of a

smart light bulb to install a ZigBee radio, convincing LG or Samsung to use ZigBee or any other

standard — and let its appliances talk with a competitor's — is going to take a lot more time.

Appliance manufacturers wouldn't mind having more control

over the standards either. Samsung recently announced its

own open appliance language, while LG, Cisco, and a

consortium of other tech companies announced another

language just months ago that could tap into Wi-Fi, ZigBee,

and other networks. So far, neither standard appears to have made any real progress.

"[Interconnectivity] is a true barrier," LG marketing director David Vanderwaal says. Right now,

LG's smart appliances can only talk with other LG appliances. It's started to branch out by letting a

third-party app control them too (http://www.theverge.com/2014/1/7/5285316/lg-homechat-instant-

message-control-smart-appliances-through-line) , but it's a tiny step forward. "It will happen,"

Vanderwaal says. "How it's going to happen is the big question."

That could be years out, and until then, the smart home may be dominated by middleman services

that tie many of these appliances together. A number of such services have popped up in recent

years, all teasing just how beautiful a connected home can be. Comcast, Verizon, Timer Warner

http://www.theverge.com/2014/1/7/5285316/lg-homechat-instant-message-control-smart-appliances-through-line


Cable, AT&T, and other network providers actually hope to turn home automation into a new

service category. They each sell pre-made packages of lights and thermostats and security

cameras that all work together, and they're happy to help monitor your home for around $40 per

month. But for consumers, the idea of having to pay a subscription to solve an interoperability

problem seems like a bad deal.

One of the more elegant solutions is Smart Things, which sells a $99 hub that can talk to

appliances over Z-Wave, ZigBee, and Wi-Fi. Once the appliances are wirelessly connected,

Smart Things makes them all accessible and interactive online and through a smartphone app.

"We can, to some degree, make [standards] irrelevant to users," Smart Things CEO Alex

Hawkinson says. Hawkinson suspects ZigBee will eventually overtake Z-Wave — both because of

its open nature and because it works over a longer range — but he believes that Wi-Fi and

Bluetooth Low Energy will play a role in the smart home as well. "They serve different strengths,"

Hawkinson says.

Dyer's Arrayent offers another consolidation service, though it's not quite as open. Instead,

Arrayent might help a retailer assemble a collection of appliances it wants to sell as a package,

and then get them all to communicate. Arrayent sees the world agnostic of standards though,

letting devices speak to each other so long as they can sync with its internet-connected hub. "It's

easier to innovate in the cloud than force one monolithic standard," Dyer says.

THE SMART HOME IS BEING BUILT UP PIECE BY PIECE
In fact, the importance of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth to many of today’s most intelligent, stylish, and

accessible smart devices — from the Nest thermostat to the August smart lock — suggests Dyer

and Hawkinson may be right about their multi-standard approach: as it is, the products driving

adoption of the smart home aren’t using so-called smart home standards. Instead, many of these

devices talk to their own cloud services, and presumably at some point in the future that’s where

the interoperability will happen. It's not crazy to think that's Google's line of thinking with its Nest

acquisition, too.



Home automation is a mess — same as it’s been been for the last decade. What’s different now

is that people are buying wireless products like the Nest thermostat, Sonos speakers, and Philips

Hue light bulbs to solve very specific home automation needs. And it won’t be long until those

same consumers think, "What if I could connect all of these so that the heat, music, and lights

come on whenever I return home from work?" We’re already building our smart houses piece by

piece, but we’re still waiting to see who can put them together into a true smart home.
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deemery (http://www.theverge.com/users/deemery)

X10 was a good idea, with too many technical limits/fragility for both the interface units and the networking. Anyone

want to buy some X10 components?

All those vendors who don’t see the value of open standards and interoperabillity in making markets need to read

“Design Standards: The Power of Modularity” http://www.amazon.com/Design-Rules-Vol-Power-

Modularity/dp/0262024667 (http://www.amazon.com/Design-Rules-Vol-Power-Modularity/dp/0262024667)

(claimer: I met one of the authors when she presented this work as part of a study panel I was on, and we’ve swapped

occasional emails over the last 8 years.)

Jan 24, 2014 | 1:56 PM (#211856331)

The Commenter Formerly Known as Not You

(http://www.theverge.com/users/The%20Commenter%20Formerly%20Known%20as%20Not%20You)

The main thing I remember about X10 was that somebody selling it was one of the big early abusers of the pop up

ad. Then again, the other one I remember being at the beginning was Netflix…

God I hated the age of unstoppable popup ads…

Jan 24, 2014 | 3:40 PM (#211878523)

badasscat1 (http://www.theverge.com/users/badasscat1)

I think it was the company “X10” themselves that were responsible for the pop-up ads. I don’t know the

relationship between X10 the company and X10 the standard, but they seem to sell X10 products so maybe they

own the patents or something, and obviously the trademark. Anyway, I’ll bet those popups were one reason why

the standard failed – it got X10 such a bad reputation, and most people thought of them as a sleazy company.

And even if the company is separate from the standard, people had a bad taste in their mouth whenever you said

“X10”. And it was exactly the kind of people they needed to attract at that stage – early adopters and tech heads

– that were the most put off.

I use a few X10 products in my house – mostly light timers for when we’re away. My alarm is also X10-capable

but I never set it up for it – I just have a separate timer module. The big problem with X10 is that it’s horrendously

finicky. It’s very reliable once you find the right electrical pathways, but doing that requires a ton of trial and error

and until you do it, your stuff just won’t work. In my house, there is literally one outlet in my kitchen that works

with my timer module. If I plug it in literally anywhere else, my lights won’t turn on or off. It took me forever to

figure that out. My lamps also only work when plugged directly into a wall outlet, and only with incandescent

bulbs; power strips and CFL’s trip up the system.

Jan 24, 2014 | 4:26 PM (#211887433)

JesseDegenerate (http://www.theverge.com/users/JesseDegenerate)

God I hated the age of unstoppable popup ads…

that wasn’t really an age. (for most of us)

X10 did poorly because it lacked basic features. You could send a command telling an x10 unit to turn a light on,

and it got not confirmation (just the way x10 works) so you never knew if it really worked.

Jan 25, 2014 | 11:11 AM (#211999151)

Oshawapilot (http://www.theverge.com/users/Oshawapilot)

X10 did sell 2-way modules that would ack an “are you on or off” query, and most of the more advanced

software packages designed for x10 could utilize it…but the modules weren’t common, limited, and even then

it wasn’t 100% reliable. I was a huge x10 guy but have since moved on to the Belkin Wemo lineup with

drastically better success.

Jan 25, 2014 | 6:36 PM (#212063691)

JesseDegenerate (http://www.theverge.com/users/JesseDegenerate)

yeah, that wasn’t initially though, or at least when i was looking into it. Now the field has exploded, with z

wave, zigbee, instaeon, etc.

But funnily enough, i’m using memo at the moment as well. I just didn’t want anything to setup, and their

added lineup is impressive (LED bulbs etc, the “maker”, IFITT compatibility etc)
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Jan 26, 2014 | 3:03 PM (#212176421)

jds013 (http://www.theverge.com/users/jds013)

You may be pleased to know that x10.com filed for bankruptcy in August, 2013. It’s a tougher business than

most of these new entrants would like to think. It takes a high level of expertise to get this stuff set up. Users

(and their families) have to be patient with inevitable, life-affecting problems. There’s a fairly significant ongoing

maintenance and configuration problem.

Feb 1, 2014 | 11:52 AM (#213284101)

Fri13 (http://www.theverge.com/users/Fri13)

Everyone who supports competition instead teamwork and openess are against innovaation and fairness to

everyone. We need to stop all economical competition and get people and corporations to work together, share

everything and vote together new standards and plans to work together without backstabbing, backroom

conversations, political lobbying, patents denying others and finally investors getting all the money what

corporations get.

Jan 26, 2014 | 2:43 AM (#212139335)

JesseDegenerate (http://www.theverge.com/users/JesseDegenerate)

Now we know how planets opulent optimist feels.

Jan 26, 2014 | 3:04 PM (#212176569)

Nathaniel Peters (http://www.theverge.com/users/Nathaniel%20Peters)

“What if I could connect all of these so that the heat, music, and lights come on whenever I return home from work?”

  I am pretty sure this is what Revolv wants to do. It has 7 radios, 4 of which are working, and I believe Zigbee is

coming down the pipe.

Jan 24, 2014 | 1:57 PM (#211856427)

Zon (http://www.theverge.com/users/Zon)

Any home “automation” solution whose centerpiece is a phone app might be a nifty gadget but is not much of a

total solution. If I can’t integrate devices so they can control each other (e.g. setting security system to away

changes thermostat to econ mode, or fire alarm turns on house lights, or one button triggers mood lighting / AV

system power up / gas fireplace on / computer playing Marvin Gaye playlist, etc), it’s not real integration. It’s a way

to turn on a light bulb from my phone. Entertaining, but hardly compelling.

I will give Revolv some credit for controlling devices (like Sonos and Nest) that aren’t too easily controlled by a

separate automation system!

Jan 24, 2014 | 3:59 PM (#211882317)

CtrlAltDel121 (http://www.theverge.com/users/CtrlAltDel121)

There doesn’t even need to be a new communication standard. We already have WiFi which works just fine for

most automation applications. What we need is a standardized, open API that every device manufacturer uses

for control. That’s obviously complicated for such a heterogeneous group of devices, but it isn’t impossible.

Jan 24, 2014 | 10:29 PM (#211955251)

Fri13 (http://www.theverge.com/users/Fri13)

WiFi and bluetooth are all what we need. Open protocols and open hardware API what should be easy to re-

program by user with re-flashing it. Then every bluetooth / wifi device could be used to be part of network.

Jan 26, 2014 | 2:58 AM (#212139753)

c2u (http://www.theverge.com/users/c2u)

The smartphone can allow two way communication, however it fails when you leave the house and likely drains

your battery fast so I agree it is not a good solution. Currently I think the main problem (and what the article

points out) is that everyone wants to make a killing from the smart home and so you have all these different

standards that require expensive equipment that may or may not talk to each other. I tried to go the Open route

with my setup but I still run into challenges. I have a RaspberryPi as the data collector and Brains/Hub of my self

built automated equipment (lights, curtains, etc). I built most of them using bluetooth modules that surprisingly
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are much cheaper than Zigbee modules. I have no idea why zigbee chips are so expensive still, especially when

compared to bluetooth. The challenge there then becomes the maximum bluetooth connections per adaptor

(which I think is currently only 7). Wifi in each device could also be an option and that would boost things to 256

problem is that I think that would be just as expensive as Zigbee.

Jan 25, 2014 | 11:22 AM (#212000267)

backporchprophet (http://www.theverge.com/users/backporchprophet)

The phone app is just added functionality most of the time. Elan, C4, RTI, Savant all offer several different

programmable interaction points, be it in-wall touch panels or actual remote controls. This article is a topic I’ve

been trying to talk about in the forums for some time now, and it’s good to see The Verge shine a spotlight on it.

Most control systems use proprietary driver extensions, like .procontrol, that other systems can’t use. I know

that the home automation systems I install, the manufacturer of the system and integration controllers take it

upon themselves with in-house developer teams to create the drivers, and test them twice a year until EOL. For

everything else, there’s usually a repository of hex-codes for infrared (HT components and such). All that being

said, we’re still a long way off.

And one last thing, Zigbee kicks the shit out of Z-wave. I’ve installed many door locks that use Z-Wave two-way

comm and they actually ended up becoming a liability. Stay away from them!

Jan 25, 2014 | 1:59 PM (#212019453)

groberts1980 (http://www.theverge.com/users/groberts1980)

And one last thing, Zigbee kicks the shit out of Z-wave. I’ve installed many door locks that use Z-

Wave two-way comm and they actually ended up becoming a liability. Stay away from them!

I’m curious about more details on what happened with the Z-wave door locks. How did they become a liability?

Security issues I take it?

Jan 28, 2014 | 8:08 AM (#212464325)

backporchprophet (http://www.theverge.com/users/backporchprophet)

Exactly right. Z – waves range starts out much shorter than Zigbee, and after a new home fills up with

furniture, appliances, and other devices, interference results in a range that is even shorter than you had to

begin with. This leads to false feedback when you arm an alarm and leave, believing all your doors are

locked when they really aren’t. Same thing happens at night when you press the button that locks all your

doors, and go to bed in an open house. This becomes a serious issue when you integrate Z – wave locks

into an upstream system that runs a lock macro without accepting feedback from your Z wave controller.

You simply will not know this has happened.

The weakness is the RF frequency they operate at. 433mhz on a Z wave setup gives you about a 30 foot

radius from the controller. Zigbee operates at 2.4ghz and nearly quadruples that range.

In a nutshell, security security security. Door locks are the one thing in a home that I will actively talk

people out of automating. I like the programmable pin pads (1111 for mom, 0000 for the cleaning people,

etc) that log activity, but definitely only at the point of entry.

Anybody reading this, please keep this one thing analog, for the safety of you and your families!

*all typos credited to reply from mobile :-)

Jan 28, 2014 | 8:58 PM (#212607941)

nunyanunya (http://www.theverge.com/users/nunyanunya)

easy buy a timer for those devices, plug them into timer, set it to turn on 5 minutes before you get home every

night no internet,phone,tracking,account needed for less than 9.99 per timer

amazing

they even have these amazing motion things that turn lights on when you enter a room all futurific stuff man and the

light dont have to talk to the fridge to see whats its up to over the interweb woah

back in the 80s my mother even had this magical device you could plug a lamp into that let you control it with your

tv remote control when you aimed it at it woah

Jan 24, 2014 | 8:56 PM (#211933015)

“What if I could connect all of these so that the heat, music, and lights come on whenever I return home from work?”
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memebag (http://www.theverge.com/users/memebag)

I’m missing something. Heat is a solved problem. My thermostat knows what temperature to keep the house at any

given time. Turning on music and lights is a non-problem. I can do that with switches.

Where’s the killer app for smart homes? I don’t see any measurable benefit here.

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:16 PM (#211860595)

lokitoth (http://www.theverge.com/users/lokitoth)

I would argue the more interesting feature for the thermostat is to have a geofence around the house for people who

live there, and when they are within X range, the thermostat turns up. The rest of the time it is in an “idle” lower-heat

state, thereby saving energy.

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:28 PM (#211863315)

memebag (http://www.theverge.com/users/memebag)

But that’s useless, since it takes longer to change the temperature of the house than it does to move from any

reasonable “geofence” to the house. I don’t want to come home to a house that is cooling down or warming up, I

want to come home to a house that is cool or warm. And I can do that already with a programmable thermostat.

Not even a Nest, just a standard thermostat.

I fail to see the need to connect these devices.

Jan 24, 2014 | 4:06 PM (#211883577)

lcg9q3 (http://www.theverge.com/users/lcg9q3)

This is where Nest could benefit from its acquisition by Google. Google knows my schedule, so why couldn’t

it just cool or heat based on when I’m leaving work. Google knows I leave work at 5 pm most days and my

commute is X number of minutes, so I think it’d be easy to work backwards to figure out at what time my

HVAC needs to adjusted.

Jan 24, 2014 | 4:46 PM (#211891409)

dmoney01 (http://www.theverge.com/users/dmoney01)

But what about the people with families? People in and out the house like kids playing and spouse’s?

Jan 24, 2014 | 8:38 PM (#211928863)

lcg9q3 (http://www.theverge.com/users/lcg9q3)

They can suffer the unbearable 8 degree swings. That’ll teach ’em who the boss is.

Jan 27, 2014 | 1:34 PM (#212329715)

groberts1980 (http://www.theverge.com/users/groberts1980)

There are exceptions to every example. That example works for him. It’s pointless to point out another

example and say “what about them?” I’m sure there is a system for that as well. Sigh.

Jan 28, 2014 | 8:12 AM (#212464519)

Jeryd (http://www.theverge.com/users/Jeryd)

My Nest has learned my schedule. While Google will help it, the Nest already figured out when to heat and

cool the house.

People need to trust in Nest and let it works its magic. It works.

Jan 25, 2014 | 8:19 AM (#211989625)

groberts1980 (http://www.theverge.com/users/groberts1980)

I gotta be honest, this is the first nice thing I’ve heard anyone say about Nest in comment forums. Most

people I’ve heard from say it doesn’t work as advertised. But I guess it’s the squeaky wheel. People who

are happy with it rarely go online and evangelize.

Jan 28, 2014 | 8:12 AM (#212464567)

amazingrugs (http://www.theverge.com/users/amazingrugs)
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Isn’t that what a timer is for?

Jan 25, 2014 | 2:24 PM (#212023499)

Fri13 (http://www.theverge.com/users/Fri13)

Yes…

Jan 26, 2014 | 2:59 AM (#212139805)

memebag (http://www.theverge.com/users/memebag)

But again, why? I have a cheap programmable thermostat. It came with my HVAC. I set it up with the

schedule my family likes and haven’t thought about it since. It doesn’t need to communicate with anything

else. It doesn’t need to learn. I told it exactly when I want specific temperatures. What could be better than

that?

Jan 27, 2014 | 11:08 AM (#212301131)

lcg9q3 (http://www.theverge.com/users/lcg9q3)

It was just a thought. I agree a programmable thermostat is cheaper. That’s actually what I have and it

seems to work just fine.

Jan 27, 2014 | 1:33 PM (#212329453)

badasscat1 (http://www.theverge.com/users/badasscat1)

In practice, a “geofence” wouldn’t really work. Heating systems take a while to warm up – depending on the type

of heat you have, it can be about a 30 minute startup time and then a 2-3 degree warmup per hour. Electric

heating systems can do it quicker, but not that much quicker, and electric heating isn’t the most common type.

So first, you’d need the radius for this geofence to be really, really large. If your heat is normally set at 60

degrees and you want it at 70 when you come home, you would need the geofence to extend somewhere

between 100-200 miles to ensure that – assuming standard highway speeds with some allowances for traffic.

Obviously that would mean most people would almost never be outside of their geofence.

Second, it’s really inefficient to have your heating system constantly turning on and off when you’re not at home,

so say you’re driving around along the edge of your geofence – you’re going to have to build in some allowance

so that the thermostat has some assurance you’re coming home and aren’t just running some errands. That’s

going to require both a complex learning algorithm combined with a “soft” edge – basically you’ll need to either

extend the edge of the geofence out further, or the opposite. Both options present other problems.

The gain even in comfort level would be questionable over just having a programmable thermostat that you set to

different temperatures at certain times of day and then forget about. And it would probably be a lot less efficient.

Worst case with a standard thermostat, the house is cold for a little while if you come home unexpectedly early

one day and you need to manually turn the temperature up. This can be a little annoying, but a geofence isn’t

going to solve the problem.

Jan 24, 2014 | 4:17 PM (#211885797)

ColinR (http://www.theverge.com/users/ColinR)

Really? 100-200 miles? I don’t think so. But that’s besides the point. The nest does a better job by

automatically adjusting the schedule based on its motion sensors and your habits.

Jan 24, 2014 | 6:54 PM (#211909165)

groberts1980 (http://www.theverge.com/users/groberts1980)

Yeah I’m with you. I work maybe 20 miles from home and if my thermostat kicked on when I left work,

home would be good to go by the time arrived.

Jan 28, 2014 | 8:14 AM (#212464645)

nunyanunya (http://www.theverge.com/users/nunyanunya)

or you know just set the thermostat to turn on maybe an hour-15minutes before you get home sounds pretty

efficient to me & it doesnt even need the internet the horror of the home being cold for a few minutes a few

times a year you get in early the horror no wonder the world hates america
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Jan 24, 2014 | 9:01 PM (#211934099)

memebag (http://www.theverge.com/users/memebag)

There’s no need to predict. Basic programmable thermostats already predict for you. They know how long it

takes to change the temperature, so they handle all of that for you.

Jan 27, 2014 | 11:10 AM (#212301511)

backporchprophet (http://www.theverge.com/users/backporchprophet)

I prefer to have it controlled by my garage door opener. Same effect for way less money.

Jan 25, 2014 | 2:00 PM (#212019643)

vicentedepierola (http://www.theverge.com/users/vicentedepierola)

Thinking forward, we do need some kind of standard for the development of smart homes.

Jan 27, 2014 | 5:28 PM (#212373127)

groberts1980 (http://www.theverge.com/users/groberts1980)

Using switches is the opposite of a smart, connected home. I would love to walk in the door and have an exact set

of lights come on, my home theater receiver, TV, and AppleTV come on and the AppleTV automatically start my

iTunes Radio station. All without me having to do a thing. The thermostat thing I agree with, my $40 programmable

thermostat already turns on the heat before I get home and turns it off when I leave. I would like Internet connectivity

the Nest (and some others) provide, but for the most part I’m more interested in the other areas I mentioned.

Jan 28, 2014 | 8:11 AM (#212464483)

playboy (http://www.theverge.com/users/playboy)

When I lived in an apartment I always hated walking into my apt turning on each light when I got home from work. I

can only speak from personal experience, but I had a home built last year and the builder includes a Z-wave Nexia

bridge and Z-wave Trane thermostat with each home as well as Schlage Z-wave door look for the front door. This is a

good introduction for people buying new homes. I read up on the items and replaced most of the light switches in my

home. When I come home from work the lights that I want to come on are turned on and my thermostat goes into the

mode and temp I want my before I step foot into my home. My flood lights and coach lights are also attached to z-

wave light switches and they come on when the sunset and off when the sunrises. When I’m ready to go to bed the

lights turn off in the living room and turn on in my bedroom and master bath.

I wish that more appliances had the protocol to connect to these various systems, but the author forgot to mention

that GE introduced in 2013 their GE Brillion appliances which operate by z-wave. They’re introducing a wider range of

Brillion appliances in 2014. You can get motion sensors and connect to the lights so that they come on when motion

is detected. You can get z-wave Somfy blinds and shades that operate on whatever schedule you set or sunrise and

sunset. You can z-wave units that connect to your garage door opener so that you can open and close from

anywhere.

It’s pretty cool stuff but it can be expensive to get started and that maybe the biggest issue for homeowners.

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:20 PM (#211861543)

backporchprophet (http://www.theverge.com/users/backporchprophet)

I have some pretty hard convictions about NOT automating door locks. Obviously, for security purposes. You can

do everything else you just mentioned with a RadioRA2 system, which IMO, provides a much better interface and

integrates far better into larger systems.

Jan 25, 2014 | 2:02 PM (#212019895)

r3loaded (http://www.theverge.com/users/r3loaded)

While it’s easy to get the maker of a smart light bulb to install a ZigBee radio, convincing LG or Samsung

to use ZigBee or any other standard — and let its appliances talk with a competitor’s — is going to take a

lot more time.

Translation: we’ll see the smart home take off when manufacturers pull their heads out of their asses.

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:28 PM (#211863193)
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MikehMike01 (http://www.theverge.com/users/MikehMike01)

So, never.

Jan 24, 2014 | 6:01 PM (#211902769)

groberts1980 (http://www.theverge.com/users/groberts1980)

See: HD-DVD vs. Blu-ray. Consumers lose when standards wars rage on. From reading this article I’m behind

ZigBee. Z-wave is only in it to monetize inter-connectivity. It sounds like they want tighter controls so they can

collect royalties. An open standard will always win out in the case of devices of different manufacturers.

Jan 28, 2014 | 8:17 AM (#212464819)

jeffandrews82 (http://www.theverge.com/users/jeffandrews82)

Control4 is what’s making my home smart. It’s amazing. Can control my lights, security system (including my door

locks), thermostat, and all my media (from my TV to the whole-house sound system). They have Android/iOS apps,

too. And profiles. Mmm, profiles.

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:35 PM (#211864731)

playboy (http://www.theverge.com/users/playboy)

Control4 is nice, but the problem it bringing it to the masses is price and programming. Z-wave and Zigbee are more

afforable solutions as long as the consumer isn’t paying $40 a month for monitoring.

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:39 PM (#211865569)

Ben49 (http://www.theverge.com/users/Ben49)

Ugh, unnecessary subscriptions suck.

Jan 24, 2014 | 8:31 PM (#211927081)

KitF (http://www.theverge.com/users/KitF)

insert XKCD comic about competing standards here

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:44 PM (#211866635)

Zon (http://www.theverge.com/users/Zon)

Definitely. I get why all these connectivity standards were invented. But we’re reaching a point where existing wifi or

bluetooth are almost ubiquitous and address all major use cases. Why do we need things like Z-Wave or ZigBee?

Jan 24, 2014 | 3:40 PM (#211878461)

r3loaded (http://www.theverge.com/users/r3loaded)

Low power consumption and seamless mesh networking are two of the advantages of those protocols.

Jan 26, 2014 | 6:47 PM (#212205641)

Zon (http://www.theverge.com/users/Zon)

Low power consumption (if needed) = BLE, and mesh networking is way overrated in my opinion. It’s a good

theory, but trying to make it work in a real environment where devices move, are regularly added or deleted by

users or fail, or have large gaps to cover (e.g. outdoor devices like mailboxes or electrical outlets where there

are no intermediate nodes to extend the mesh) is a nightmare. I fought with these problems in a robust Z-

Wave implementation for years. It can be made to work with a lot of care and feeding, but give me the large

area coverage of a good wifi network over a Z-Wave mesh any day.

Jan 27, 2014 | 6:50 PM (#212384575)
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Champino (http://www.theverge.com/users/Champino)

Jan 24, 2014 | 9:34 PM (#211942597)

David larry (http://www.theverge.com/users/David%20larry)

This isn’t a problem at all. Most hubs run multiple radios and the software ties everything together. The Smart things

up is great and works with everything.

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:48 PM (#211867371)

ckm5 (http://www.theverge.com/users/ckm5)

I was a judge at a connected home hackathon last week. The group that one developed a multi-protocol bridge that

allows one standard to talk to another and is configured through a fairly simple web-UI. It included auto-device

discovery, making a lot easier to implement…

My point is that, although it seems very difficult to get things to talk to other things, the fact that a small group can

hack it together in a relatively short period of time shows that we’re very, very close to having all the technical

capabilities.

But that’s not the problem. The problem is that, by enlarge, people just don’t care about automation. They care on a

very small localized scale (such as temperature), but not on a wide scale. It will only be successful when it’s

completely transparent, nothing needs to be done to set it up and it’s actually useful. We’re a long, long way from

that.

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:49 PM (#211867545)

ColinR (http://www.theverge.com/users/ColinR)

They don’t care because none of these products solve any major problems for people yet. They merely make things

a little easier or fun for geeky types. Even the Nest; it’s better, yes, but it’s very expensive and, well, not too many

people were bitching about their thermostats.

Another problem is all of this stuff is still pretty expensive, difficult to setup and finicky. I would love to do a Lutron

system in my house, but it’s, again, too expensive. Besides, I’m not about to hire a programmer to make it work.

Jan 24, 2014 | 7:19 PM (#211912879)

Hexydes (http://www.theverge.com/users/Hexydes)

I disagree about the Nest, and the fact that it’s the first truly popular home automation component, and was

purchased by Google, tends to back that statement up. I do agree though that most other examples of home

automation/smart-homes are simply solutions in search of a problem. The Nest was different (for me) because

my schedule is often erratic and there were times when I wanted to have the temperature set at odd times. It

also looks great, rather than like something that’s been hacked together.

I also have a Belkin WeMo, and while I think it’s very cool, its usefulness is less obvious than my Nest. The

verdict is still out on that device; it looks nice enough (though not as good as the Nest), and the software is

decent (though not as good as the Nest, again). It’s probably the best example I’ve found outside of the Nest, at

least.

Long story short, I disagree about the Nest, but otherwise agree there’s a long way to go here…

Jan 26, 2014 | 3:08 PM (#212176989)
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Fri13 (http://www.theverge.com/users/Fri13)

Yes, all should be such they don’t require user interview or control OR supervising. All smartphone implementations

simply are not good enough at all.

Jan 26, 2014 | 6:08 AM (#212142721)

cookseancook (http://www.theverge.com/users/cookseancook)

The utility of “smart” appliances isn’t too hard to imagine. For example, your fridge can scan the labels of its contents,

and order stuff for you.

But this whole article is about how those appliances don’t talk to each other. Maybe I’m just not creative enough, but I

don’t see why that would be useful. For example, what do my microwave and my dishwasher need to talk each other

about? Can anyone think of a must-have feature for inter-appliance communication?

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:50 PM (#211867771)

D.C. Mike (http://www.theverge.com/users/D.C.%20Mike)

THIS. I don’t need an email from my fridge and my dryer doesn’t need to say anything to my garage door. Besides

that, when it comes to automated lighting and window controls, that stuff has to be wired into the house. In 10

years you’ll have an obsolete mess behind your walls that’s hardwired into your electrical system. My wife and I are

getting ready to make an offer on a plot of land for construction of our custom home. I don’t think we’re doing any of

this.

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:58 PM (#211869497)

playboy (http://www.theverge.com/users/playboy)

Some of the systems are wireless. Control4 has wireless products and the z-wave and zigbee products are

wireless. When I changed the light switches in my home to z-wave light switches I didn’t change any wiring. I

connected directly to the romex that already there. I went to amazon and bought the light switches. If you want

sofmy z-wave shades you don’t need to run any additional wiring behind your walls. All of this stuff

communicates through the bridge that is connected to your router. The newer z-wave thermostats have the

brigde built directly into the thermostat.

Jan 24, 2014 | 3:04 PM (#211870721)

badasscat1 (http://www.theverge.com/users/badasscat1)

That’s lights and a thermostat.

You’re nothing and nowhere if your dishwasher isn’t part of this system!

(At least, that seems to be the point of the article?)

Jan 24, 2014 | 4:03 PM (#211883089)

lcg9q3 (http://www.theverge.com/users/lcg9q3)

I agree that your fridge and dryer don’t really need to communicate (at least no one has proven otherwise yet),

but I can see benefits. For example, your Nest Protect can tell your Nest thermostat to shut off the heat if it

detects CO. That actually happens now if you have those products. Another…let’s say my wife accidentally

leaves the garage door open. Well, if my thermostat or smoke detectors, which contain motion sensors, detect

that the house is empty, it will send a signal to the garage door to ensure it’s closed.

Jan 24, 2014 | 4:52 PM (#211892475)

Fhirleighinn (http://www.theverge.com/users/Fhirleighinn)

so I can’t time my dryer to have my underwear nice and toasty for when my ice cream in the freezer reaches

the optimum eating temp?

For that reason, I am out….

Jan 24, 2014 | 7:40 PM (#211916111)

nunyanunya (http://www.theverge.com/users/nunyanunya)

yes lets open up our entire lives and house to hacks on that rare occasion one forgets to close the garage

door seems like a good idea to me

time to write an app that when i drive around it tells me which homes are empty
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Jan 24, 2014 | 9:05 PM (#211935213)

lcg9q3 (http://www.theverge.com/users/lcg9q3)

Let me know when the app is ready…I need some patio furniture.

Jan 27, 2014 | 1:35 PM (#212330051)

groberts1980 (http://www.theverge.com/users/groberts1980)

Of course security must be brought into the equation. But how hard would it be to encrypt all the wireless

signals being sent? Have the system ignore any signal not sent by devices it recognizes? I’m not entirely

disagreeing with you. I bought a Craftsman garage door opener that came with a devices that plugs into my

router and a smartphone app that lets me open and close the garage door from my iPhone. I connected it

at first for the novelty, then took it offline when the security implications settled in. I don’t believe that at this

point in time Craftsman thought enough about security to the point where it can’t be hacked.

Jan 28, 2014 | 8:35 AM (#212465735)

c2u (http://www.theverge.com/users/c2u)

Can anyone think of a must-have feature for inter-appliance communication?

Depends on the appliance. I currently have my curtains communicate with my lights. I built my curtain with a light

sensor on it. It detects outside light levels. When it gets dark outside it pulls the curtains and turns on the light

when I am there. I have my TV remote (my phone really) tell the lights to dim when I put on a movie.

Sure your fridge won’t need to talk to your microwave but you get the idea.

Jan 25, 2014 | 11:30 AM (#212001003)

groberts1980 (http://www.theverge.com/users/groberts1980)

I would like for my clothes drier to talk to my phone and smartwatch. I would love to know when the dry cycle is

done so I can go get the clothes out before they wrinkle (I don’t iron). My laundry is in the garage and I use iPhone

timer to predict when I need to go back out there and check. I’m sure there are plenty of examples though, this is

just one.

I can see the garage door telling my lights to come on, meaning I’m home. I’d also like to see it tell my TV, home

theater receiver, and AppleTV to all come on, and my AppleTV tune my iTunes Radio station so when I walk in the

door the lights are on and music is playing. Basically the things I do manually when I arrive home anyway.

Jan 28, 2014 | 8:31 AM (#212465545)

biomechanic (http://www.theverge.com/users/biomechanic)

I’m currently trying Frontpoint security and it has some home automation features that utilizes the z-wave standard. It

seems to work just fine but is a 3 year contract with monthly payments of $42.99 a month. I wonder if I should return

this and wait for Google’s approach.

Jan 24, 2014 | 2:58 PM (#211869335)

playboy (http://www.theverge.com/users/playboy)

Google doesn’t have an approach. I wouldn’t wait if you want to proceed with what you have.

Jan 24, 2014 | 3:05 PM (#211870875)

TK-093 (http://www.theverge.com/users/TK-093)

Just do Z-Wave yourself, no need to pay a subscription. There are tons of automation forums out there to learn

about it.. I’m still newbie in all this stuff myself.

Jan 24, 2014 | 3:16 PM (#211873403)

ecMaN (http://www.theverge.com/users/ecMaN)

Exactly. I use zwave and the OpenZwave SDK. I wrote my own software, so it can ping all my IP cameras, ssh

to all my AP/routers, and powercycle any nodes that aren’t responding, etc. Pretty amazing how easy it actually

is, and how flexible it is.
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Jan 24, 2014 | 5:12 PM (#211895703)

Ben49 (http://www.theverge.com/users/Ben49)

People are lazy/not tech savy enough. You can’t expect most regular consumers to write software, which is

kind of the point of this article.

Jan 24, 2014 | 8:32 PM (#211927415)

TiredMemeCat (http://www.theverge.com/users/TiredMemeCat)

Yes, let’s all standardize on a single point of failure / vulnerability brought to you by corporations with more bean

counters than engineers (meaning they will cut corners when it comes to security / privacy).

Jan 24, 2014 | 3:11 PM (#211872207)

TK-093 (http://www.theverge.com/users/TK-093)

I’m building a house right now and starting modest with the home automation but I’m going with Z-Wave. I bought a

Vera 3 home controller. I’m just going with a handful of switches and both my thermostats as well as my door locks

and the alarm system I wired.

Is it needed, dunno, but it will be pretty cool when it’s all programmed and unlocking my door triggers a scene to turn

on lights in various places… Or turn down the AC with my phone if I forgot to do it when I leave on vacation.

Jan 24, 2014 | 3:15 PM (#211873097)

badasscat1 (http://www.theverge.com/users/badasscat1)

This entire article seems to be about how our appliances can’t communicate with each other and how we might fix

that.

But the real question is why this even matters. This strikes me as just another tech-head “because we can” thing.

Who is actually asking for this? What do they gain when their toaster, their washing machine and their refrigerator can

all talk to each other? What can you imagine they’d be able to do, even if consumers aren’t sure of it themselves?

Maybe there are good answers to these questions, but they’re not in this article that I can see.

Every piece of new tech that takes off does so because it solves an existing consumer problem. Maybe it’s a problem

that most people never realized they had, but some smart person did and they were able to both explain that problem

and how their product solves it. The problem that needs solving here is not “how do we get appliances to talk to each

other?” – that’s not a starting problem, it’s a flowchart subroutine. Nobody seems to have identified the real problem

that this would solve yet, and that’s… a problem.

Jan 24, 2014 | 4:01 PM (#211882651)

WhyWalter (http://www.theverge.com/users/WhyWalter)

The vision is a pretty obvious and old one: ubiquitous computing and interconnectivity of things. We need

standards, so we can focus on actually building those useful applications, instead of wasting resources on

developing translation layers for the newest and hottest communication protocol.

Jan 24, 2014 | 4:27 PM (#211887575)

ecMaN (http://www.theverge.com/users/ecMaN)

Its all about personal convenience. Imagine doing the laundry, and when its done it pops a notification on your

fridge to remind you it’s done if you don’t hear the ding etc. Same with toast, oven, etc.

Jan 24, 2014 | 5:15 PM (#211896105)

nunyanunya (http://www.theverge.com/users/nunyanunya)

you know if i dont hear the ding i figure when i can no longer hear the washer/dryer/dishwasher it done or

if its been longer than an hour or so its prob done

I usually finish it you know when i get around to it or walk by the washer/dryer the next time

i dont spend time standing in front of staring at the fridge so i have no idea why that would be convenient

toast i usually figure thats done by the time i get back to the kitchen after using the bathroom or cooking the

eggs

Jan 24, 2014 | 9:10 PM (#211936587)
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groberts1980 (http://www.theverge.com/users/groberts1980)

you know if i dont hear the ding i figure when i can no longer hear the washer/dryer/dishwasher it

done or if its been longer than an hour or so its prob done

I need to know precisely when it’s done because I don’t iron clothes. I get them out of the drier right away and

put them away so they don’t wrinkle at all. For me it’s not enough to know roughly when it’s done. More often

than not I’m watching a show or movie and forget to go check. I would love for my drier to somehow notify me

that it’s done.

Jan 28, 2014 | 9:09 AM (#212468247)

Ben49 (http://www.theverge.com/users/Ben49)

From AllAmericanGeek’s comment below:

Sprinklers are scheduled based on a hydrological and evapotranspiration reporting from WeatherBug

combined with my soil type to water as needed.

My garage door opener is Insteon controlled. Gas fireplace too. Every light switch is a dimmer.

Theromostats are all controlled via Insteon.

The protocol is easy to program. 

We’ve created “scenes” whereby you run the scene and a sequence of presets turn on. For example

“Late night downstairs” turns on the kitchen lights to 50%, the kitchenette to 30%, family room to 50%,

ambient lighting behind the TV to 25%. We have many of these programmed and set on the iOS app as

favorites. “Everything Off” is handy when we go to bed.

And that’s only with a system built today, the future potential is far greater. The point is giving you control over your

house and appliances, and automating tasks based on intelligent programming.

Jan 24, 2014 | 11:26 PM (#211965337)

groberts1980 (http://www.theverge.com/users/groberts1980)

You’re about the 10th person to comment here saying the exact same thing, coming up with the two most

irrelevant devices (toaster, washing machine) that don’t need to talk to one another. There are literally hundreds of

use cases for device interoperability. I’m sorry if you’re not high thinking enough to see that. I’m not even going into

specific cases. Ok, I’ll give you one. My laundry is in the garage. I’d love for my drier to notify my smart phone that

the cycle is done. My smart phone would notify my smart watch and I"d know exactly when to go get clothes out of

the drier before they wrinkle.

Jan 28, 2014 | 9:08 AM (#212468123)

asthmaticatom (http://www.theverge.com/users/asthmaticatom)

Just as long as my appliance works with IFTTT I am set.

I have 2 Belkin Wemo light switches, 1 turns on all my Philips Hue light bulbs when I get home and one turns them all

off at the end of the night.

Both use different standards but they both talk to IFTTT.

Jan 24, 2014 | 4:02 PM (#211882909)

ColinR (http://www.theverge.com/users/ColinR)

I’m a big fan if IFTTT too, but until our internet is 100% reliable, we can’t count on it. It’s also not terribly

sophisticated yet and doesn’t work with a lot of connected devices, even popular ones like Sonos or Nest.

Jan 24, 2014 | 7:24 PM (#211913523)

byerss (http://www.theverge.com/users/byerss)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BW9FbjjkKo4 (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BW9FbjjkKo4)

Jan 24, 2014 | 4:44 PM (#211891089)

sanshiro (http://www.theverge.com/users/sanshiro)

I’m using Lowe’s IRIS. They keep improving it and adding 3rd party manufacturers to their system.
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Thermostat – programmable and remote access

Motion Sensor – trigger alarm and can send txt/email when activated**

Door/Window sensor – trigger alarm and can send txt/email when activated

Smart switch – connect stuff you can turn on/off remotely

Door lock – open door remotely

Camera – motion HD cam with night mode

They also offer water leak sensor.

All the above connect to the IRIS hub, which can be accessed online through browser or mobile app. The system has

limitations and missing features, but for the price it’s not bad and I’ll stick with it for the time being.

Jan 24, 2014 | 5:00 PM (#211893855)

AllAmericanGeek (http://www.theverge.com/users/AllAmericanGeek)

I’m surprised Insteon is not more popular than it is.

When we built our home I invested in the Insteon ecosystem, and have been quite pleased.

Sprinklers are scheduled based on a hydrological and evapotranspiration reporting from WeatherBug combined with

my soil type to water as needed.

My garage door opener is Insteon controlled. Gas fireplace too. Every light switch is a dimmer. Theromostats are all

controlled via Insteon.

The protocol is easy to program. 

We’ve created “scenes” whereby you run the scene and a sequence of presets turn on. For example “Late night

downstairs” turns on the kitchen lights to 50%, the kitchenette to 30%, family room to 50%, ambient lighting behind

the TV to 25%. We have many of these programmed and set on the iOS app as favorites. “Everything Off” is handy

when we go to bed.

The communication happens both over common wire and wirelessly from device to device.

I use a controller box from Universal Devices called the ISY-994i (https://www.universal-

devices.com/residential/isy994i-series/) 

There is a great third party app called MobileLinc Pro (https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mobilinc-pro-insteon-x10-

controller/id306278110?mt=8&ign-mpt=uo%3D4) 

The place I purchase all my gear from is smarthome.com (http://www.smarthome.com/_/INSTEON/_/23b/land.aspx) 

It’s not something I did overnight. I took baby steps, and gained faith in the system. Now the whole house is “smart”. I

am yet to try out IFTTT or any of the motion sensor options that exist.

Jan 24, 2014 | 5:18 PM (#211896555)

nunyanunya (http://www.theverge.com/users/nunyanunya)

i just clap my hands 3 times all the light in the rooms im not in go off and the one im in dims all from this fancy

device i bought on tv in 1988

sprinklers go on every other day in the summer around 5am for 15 minutes.

different strokes i suppose

Jan 24, 2014 | 9:14 PM (#211937395)

Userius (http://www.theverge.com/users/Userius)

I agree. Insteon is the only provider for peer to peer, over the wire communication provider. I really want to cut down

the WiFi noise, and mess inside a house, not healthy. Rewiring everything is also a hassle, so Insteon does this

wonderfully. A true smart home system in my opinion requires some sort of metering for power usage, auto power

parameters and control over every single switch, I believe Leviton does this. In short, all these stupid, cheap

shortcut taking toys like Nest and alike are nothing but a lazy, WiFi mess to poorly adapt smart home status

systems.

Jan 26, 2014 | 2:25 PM (#212171887)

Hrunga Zmuda (http://www.theverge.com/users/Hrunga%20Zmuda)

Looking forward to my Almond+ 802.11AC router that also supports Zigbee and ZWave, and has a touchscreen

interface. It can also be controlled with an iOS or Android device. And the price was right.

I’m not connected with the company other than having paid for a unit in their Kickstarter project.

Hopefully it will be out soon. I need a new thermostat!

Jan 24, 2014 | 6:41 PM (#211907621)
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ChrisCicc (http://www.theverge.com/users/ChrisCicc)

Standards aren’t the problem so long as you have a software layer sitting on top of it to interpret and abstract the

standards away from the user. I designed CastleOS for just that purpose, you can mix and match standards at will

and the user doesn’t see any difference.

http://www.castleos.com (http://www.castleos.com)

Jan 24, 2014 | 7:27 PM (#211913991)

EspHack (http://www.theverge.com/users/EspHack)

i hope microsoft goes ahead with this one, they already have desktops and xboxes with wifis in every home, so lets

start selling ms branded door locks, temp monitors, smart lights, ac remotes etc and make them accessible from

every squarish user intarface and running through skydrive of course (:

Jan 24, 2014 | 7:52 PM (#211918635)

dagamer34 (http://www.theverge.com/users/dagamer34)

They did buy a home automation company last year. And I’d love to be able to control things with just my voice via

Kinect…

Jan 26, 2014 | 3:11 AM (#212140119)

nunyanunya (http://www.theverge.com/users/nunyanunya)

most of this stuff makes no sense to me but I guess there’s a market for it.

i want my appliances to be as efficient as possible but see no reason for them to “talk” to eachother

my god you hate having to come home and turn on the lights? You know they do have timers you can use sure the

won’t be able to sense when your near because of your phones tracking device but they will come on the same time

every night.

you want the house to be a certain temp when you walk thru the door sound like a complete waste, what it takes

maybe 5 minutes for the air/heat to come on? They have timers for these as well.

washer/dryer I have no idea why their would be a need for these to be connected to the internet lol same with stoves,

toaster ovens……are you really spending time on your phone or laptop seeing what your appliances are doing lol

All this crap is just gonna lead to more ways of your appliances being able to spy on you like e911 was a backdoor to

tracking in all phones appliances connected to the internet with mics built in you know so you can tell it to turn on

from miles away thru your automated system or for voice activation

again i understand gotta progress but please just make my washer/dryer/fridge be as efficient and durable as it can be

Jan 24, 2014 | 8:51 PM (#211931735)

pixelstuff (http://www.theverge.com/users/pixelstuff)

In the home security system industry I see a lot of the larger companies adopting Z-wave over Zigbee. If Zigbee has

interoperatiblity issues, then that is probably why they prefer Z-wave. I would guess manufacturers like Samsung or

LG would opt for the same thing if it becomes necessary. Zigbee needs to get their problems fixed immediately if they

really expect to become the standard.

Unless Google or someone jumps into the pool and pushes Zigbee purely on it’s “open” status, then I would guess Z-

wave is much closer to becoming the standard than Zigbee.

Jan 24, 2014 | 9:49 PM (#211946295)

Sicsicpuppy (http://www.theverge.com/users/Sicsicpuppy)

First world problems

" my fridge texted me were low on milk and eggs and washing machine pissed off its low on fabric softener"

Jan 25, 2014 | 7:52 AM (#211988693)

TheNexxuvas (http://www.theverge.com/users/TheNexxuvas)

Pretty easy to see who isn’t married ’round here.

Jan 25, 2014 | 11:07 PM (#212121087)
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jameskatt (http://www.theverge.com/users/jameskatt)

Consumers don’t need a smart home. They don’t need their home to be connected.

Realize that a smart home costs money. It would be another bill to the cable company or phone company. Someone

is going to be charging you extra.

Who needs a stove connected to the internet or even a network? Do you want your barbecue to be connected to the

internet? Ludicrous.

Jan 25, 2014 | 12:05 PM (#212004181)

danielhertlein (http://www.theverge.com/users/danielhertlein)

“What if I could connect all of these so that the heat, music, and lights come on whenever I return home from work?”

I’m really surprised that Apple’s iBeacon didn’t get a mention here, since that technology combined with the new

energy-efficient M7 Coprocessor in the iPhone 5s has the capability of doing just that, while solving nearly every one

of the issues brought up in this article -and is already in comparatively wide use in retail establishments across the

country.

- Open to any device using Bluetooth Low Energy, including iOS, Android, and Windows phones and almost all the

pretty new devices you mentioned like Nest, August, Goji, Piper, Canary and Lockitron. 

- Location aware

- Always on, always aware without hogging battery life

- Apple’s primary interest is convincing consumers to buy their products, not selling your personal information to

advertiser like Google, or charging monthly premiums like the cable and phone companies.

True that they’re not currently marketing it for home use, but it doesn’t take a genius to see it coming. Getting it into

retail first gives them immediate presence in an important segment of the market and provides them unbiased

(untainted by the usual Apple fanboyism) beta testers while they get the iWatch manufacturing issues under control

and the licensing deals for iTV worked out.

That’s my guess anyway.

Jan 25, 2014 | 1:58 PM (#212019399)

jamiesim (http://www.theverge.com/users/jamiesim)

Would be interesting if Crestron or Control4 got a bit more involved… They have been doing high-end home automation

successfully for a long time…

Jan 26, 2014 | 4:24 AM (#212141453)

athem (http://www.theverge.com/users/athem)

I’m sorry, but I really don’t get the point of the connected home.

Why should I use my smartphone to control the lights?

Why can’t I use the switches that are everywhere on the walls when I WANT lights on or off?

Why should I want music every single time I come back home?

Why should I have a fridge that knows expire dates of food? I open the fridge many times a day and I cook things that

are in the fridge, why shouldn’t I notice expire dates? And why should it order things for me? I don’t buy everything in

the same place and I don’t buy always the same things. I should go out to buy them anyways.

Why should my television notify me about my dishwasher? I don’t forget plates in it for days. When the dishwasher

makes that beep that announces it has finished, I open it, but I can open it ten minutes later, there’s no difference.

Why should I use “scenarios” of lights in my home? How many lightbulbs per room do you have? I have switches on

the walls that control every light in the room (max 3-4 lights per room). When I want them off I turn them off.

Why should my thermostat know when I’m home and when I’m not? What’s the difference between Nest and a timer?

If I come home “out of schedule” it will be cold in both cases.

Why should my fridge talk with my washing machine?

Why should my door be controlled by a computer that tells a server if my home is empty or not?

I like technology, I like the fact that we should care more about energy efficience, but this is too much for me. The

only thing I would love is a sensor that turns off the lights after ten minutes that I’m away from the room. That’s it.

Jan 26, 2014 | 9:12 AM (#212146441)

Patrickl69 (http://www.theverge.com/users/Patrickl69)

Because it’s nicer when things happen automatically (switch on lights when it’s dark out, automatically warn about

expiry dates without standing with the fridge open daily checking expiry dates etc)

You can look for all the things that won’t add value, but there are plenty of use cases where some automation does

help.
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Jan 27, 2014 | 6:20 AM (#212280547)

dividebyzero (http://www.theverge.com/users/dividebyzero)

Great article, this is a really important issue, and it’s interesting to see the interplay between the technology and the

business development…

Jan 26, 2014 | 12:27 PM (#212159119)

missconception (http://www.theverge.com/users/missconception)

Java was meant to be for that very purpose !!!

Guess hardly anyone remembers that any more.

Jan 26, 2014 | 1:01 PM (#212162665)

Patrickl69 (http://www.theverge.com/users/Patrickl69)

Why would you need a single protocol/technology? Just make sure the central controller is able to speak all the major

“dialects”.

With an Arduino and some simple electronics you can build such a controller yourself:

http://www.nodo-domotica.nl/ (http://www.nodo-domotica.nl/) (Dutch website)

or buy something ready-made:

http://www.homewizard.com/index.php (http://www.homewizard.com/index.php)

Jan 27, 2014 | 6:16 AM (#212280455)

Joe IEEE (http://www.theverge.com/users/Joe%20IEEE)

The cartoon I want to post accompanied a Dave Berry editorial in 2000. It is by MacNeely.

It is still relevant.

It features “Dave” asking his refrigerator for a beer.

It refuses, citing ‘disturbing flab abnormalities’ reported by appliances in the bathroom.

Dave’s response: “I want appliances that are dumber than I am”.

If I could figure out how to post it as a picture, I would.

Jan 27, 2014 | 2:52 PM (#212345867)

vicentedepierola (http://www.theverge.com/users/vicentedepierola)

I just liked and tweeted this article before even reading it, lol :D.

Jan 27, 2014 | 4:53 PM (#212367597)

vicentedepierola (http://www.theverge.com/users/vicentedepierola)

Well I hope next years’ CES trend will be smarthomes.

Jan 27, 2014 | 5:04 PM (#212369375)

vicentedepierola (http://www.theverge.com/users/vicentedepierola)

Unfortunately, there’s no sign that that will happen anytime soon, and some of the industry’s top figures

don’t believe one standard will ever come to dominate.

This makes me sad.

Jan 27, 2014 | 5:11 PM (#212370421)

vicentedepierola (http://www.theverge.com/users/vicentedepierola)

Every tech visionary should read this article!

Jan 27, 2014 | 5:26 PM (#212372687)

groberts1980 (http://www.theverge.com/users/groberts1980)

“But for consumers, the idea of having to pay a subscription to solve an interoperability problem seems like
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JOIN THE CONVERSATION! LOGIN OR SIGN UP TO ADD YOUR COMMENT.

Comments are closed for this post.

a bad deal.”

This is totally a false correlation. The $40 per month described in that paragraph was about security monitoring.

Probably letting you access your security cameras from the web. All set up for you. Security monitoring does cost

money. That’s not about fixing the interoperability problem.

Jan 28, 2014 | 7:54 AM (#212463795)

Ultiman (http://www.theverge.com/users/Ultiman)

All I’m really interested in at this point is finding a fairly inexpensive home security system I can connect wirelessly

that notifies my smartphone of either movement or window/door sensor disturbances. No “monitoring” service needed

or desired.

Jan 30, 2014 | 2:40 PM (#212952911)

jamesleesaunders (http://www.theverge.com/users/jamesleesaunders)

I too am sitting on the fence as to which protocol Zigbee or Z-wave will be the future (or possibly both will co-exist?), a

quick search on Amazon or Ebay reveals LOTS more Z-wave devices than Zigbee which leads me to think that at the

moment Z-wave is in the lead.

If any interest I have started a blog on this very subject (feel free to join in comments /discussions):

http://www.smartofthehome.com (http://www.smartofthehome.com)

All the best,

Jim

Mar 9, 2014 | 11:44 AM (#219604277)
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